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The time has come to put a final stop on the activities of Marine Spirits. In recent times Marine
Spirits has caused a lot of damages to the human race including Churches by influencing their
behavioral pattern. Marine Spirits conduct their operation inside waters and made the oceans,
rivers, seas, streams, and lakes their stronghold. However, it is extremely difficult to detect
Marine Spirits than any other Spirits including witchcraft spirit. Unlike Witchcraft spirits who are
aggressive and impatient in their operation, Marine Spirit is different, they are patient, well
mannered and cultured in their operation. Are you finding solutions to any or all of the
problems below but you find it difficult? Then this book is for you Uncontrollable sex
Uncontrollable masturbation Watching of pornographic videos Chronic Anger in You 1.Dead in
everything in a man's life, eg, dead brain, dead organs, dead spiritual life. 2.The weakening of
pastors power to perform a miracle or cast out demons 3.Inability to get married on time
4.Frequent divorce 5.Bankruptcy 6.Spirit wife 7.Spirit husband 8.Sex in the dream Please find
below the characteristics of Marine Spirits Marine Spirits are wicked as witchcraft spirits Marine
spirits can wait for years to destroy their victims Marine Spirits come in the form of beautiful
ladies and they work with a purpose in mind Marine Spirits are always materialistic Marine
Spirits can make victim wealthy temporarily but later deal with them ruthlessly. Marine spirits
have their agents everywhere especially in Churches, who hide under the cover of church and
lead people into immorality, fornication, lesbianism, homosexuals and so on. In some cases,
Marine Spirit agents could be pastors, general overseer, and church leader and so on. Such
pastors engage in various forms of an immoral act with Church members. You have to be
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careful about which church you attend. Marine Spirit executes their plans by possessing either
a man or a woman. The marine kingdom is headed by the queen of the coast. Marine Spirits
possess female than male There are two types of Marine Spirits. They are conscious and
unconscious. The formal know they are possessed, while the latter doesn't. Marine spirits use
sex to oppress men and scatter homes through the power of sex. Marine Spirits are extremely
fashion-crazy, they dress to attract on purpose, they walk to attract on purpose. Most ladies
that date married men without remorse are Marine Spirits. They enjoy breaking the hearts of
their victims so as to render them emotionally unstable. They make their victims take wrong
decisions that will render their life useless. Marine Spirits agents are very unstable in
relationships and they cannot keep a relationship for too long. Marine Spirits agents are good
pretenders. The worse thing that can happen to a man is to fall in love with a lady possessed
with Marine Spirit. If a man decides to end the relationship, the lady possessed with Marine
spirit begins to behave well and the moment the man changes his mind, she starts tormenting
the emotion of the man, constantly frustrating the man. Lesbianism, homosexuality, and
pornography are marine initiations Marine Spirit agents are partygoers PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
The time has come to put a final stop on the activities of Marine Spirits. In recent times Marine
Spirits has caused a lot of damages to the human race including Churches by influencing their
behavioral pattern. Marine Spirits conduct their operation inside waters and made the oceans,
rivers, seas, streams, and lakes their stronghold.However, it is extremely difficult to detect
Marine Spirits than any other Spirits including witchcraft spirit. Unlike Witchcraft spirits who are
aggressive and impatient in their operation, Marine Spirit is different, they are patient, well
mannered and cultured in their operation.Are you finding solutions to any or all of the problems
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below but you find it difficult? Then this book is for youUncontrollable sexUncontrollable
masturbationWatching of pornographic videosChronic Anger in You1.Dead in everything in a
man`s life, eg, dead brain, dead organs, dead spiritual life.2.The weakening of pastors power
to perform a miracle or cast out demons3.Inability to get married on time4.Frequent
divorce5.Bankruptcy6.Spirit wife7.Spirit husband8.Sex in the dreamPlease find below the
characteristics of Marine SpiritsMarine Spirits are wicked as witchcraft spiritsMarine spirits can
wait for years to destroy their victimsMarine Spirits come in the form of beautiful ladies and
they work with a purpose in mindMarine Spirits are always materialisticMarine Spirits can make
victim wealthy temporarily but later deal with them ruthlessly.Marine spirits have their agents
everywhere especially in Churches, who hide under the cover of church and lead people into
immorality, fornication, lesbianism, homosexuals and so on.In some cases, Marine Spirit
agents could be pastors, general overseer, and church leader and so on. Such pastors engage
in various forms of an immoral act with Church members. You have to be careful about which
church you attend.Marine Spirit executes their plans by possessing either a man or a
woman.The marine kingdom is headed by the queen of the coast.Marine Spirits possess
female than maleThere are two types of Marine Spirits. They are conscious and unconscious.
The formal know they are possessed, while the latter doesn`t.Marine spirits use sex to oppress
men and scatter homes through the power of sex.Marine Spirits are extremely fashion-crazy,
they dress to attract on purpose, they walk to attract on purpose.Most ladies that date married
men without remorse are Marine Spirits.They enjoy breaking the hearts of their victims so as to
render them emotionally unstable.They make their victims take wrong decisions that will render
their life useless.Marine Spirits agents are very unstable in relationships and they cannot keep
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a relationship for too long.Marine Spirits agents are good pretenders.The worse thing that can
happen to a man is to fall in love with a lady possessed with Marine Spirit.If a man decides to
end the relationship, the lady possessed with Marine spirit begins to behave well and the
moment the man changes his mind, she starts tormenting the emotion of the man, constantly
frustrating the man.Lesbianism, homosexuality, and pornography are marine initiationsMarine
Spirit agents are partygoers
Destroy Water Spirits You have suffered enough under the grip of water spirits and their
various attacks on your life. Now, it is time to rise through the prayers in this book and deliver
yourself from the oppressive attacks of water spirits that have lasted this long in your life. No
one is going to come and do it for you. The Bible says, Physician, heal yourself. And who is the
physician that God is talking to? It's You, who is reading through the description of this book.
The attack of water spirits or marine spirits can be very devastating as the person will continue
to suffer without knowing what has been undermining his finances or marriage has been the
activity of marine spirits. Several people are labouring under the captivity of this attack and
don't know what to do to be free from this attack. Well, I want to tell you to trouble yourself no
more because you are just some few minutes away from complete deliverance from the
activities of water spirits if you decided to purchase this book that will give you a step by step
process of dealing with water spirits with powerful prayers. In this book, you will learn: ??How
to pray to destroy the works and attacks of water spirits. If freedom is what you want, then click
the Buy Now with 1-click.
Tet, 1968. That was the Vietnam War's D Day, Battle of the Bulge, Iwo Jima, Crossing of the
Rhine. In a series of battles in all parts of the country, condensed mostly in a three day span Page 4/34
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although a few fights (Khe Sanh, Hue City) lasted longer - the Viet Cong were effectively
destroyed as a fighting entity, and the North Vietnamese Army was severely damaged. Tet,
1968 was also when the United States lost the Vietnam War. In THE SQUAD one fourteen
man US Marine Corps rifle squad led by Sergeant George Bingham is in a routine ambush
outside a remote fire base in northern I Corps, close to the Demilitarized Zone between North
and South Vietnam. This is the night before a scheduled cease fire for the Tet holiday; they
don't expect any problems. When their fire base is unexpectedly hit by a superior force of North
Vietnamese, the squad loses communication, and the Marines on the fire base are driven
back. Unfortunately, the loss of communications means the squad doesn't get the word to pull
out of their ambush and rejoin the rest of their company for the withdrawal. Their failure to
rejoin their company leaves the other Marines thinking they were found and wiped out by the
North Vietnamese. Morning finds the fourteen Marines not dead or even wounded, but alone
deep behind North Vietnamese lines. Without knowing what's going on, or where friendly units
are, Sergeant Bingham and his Marines must find a way to evade contact with the thousands
of enemy soldiers, and reconnect with other Marines. Complicating matters, they started out
with only enough supplies on the ambush to last overnight. Who are these Marines? How do
they relate to each other? In order to tell their story properly, LtCol R. W. Thoreau, the fictional
narrator whose After Action Reports and historical analysis are spread throughout the novel,
begins the story on March 9, 1965, the day Bingham learns of the Marine landing at Da Nang,
which was the beginning of the American ground war in Vietnam. Bingham drops out of college
at the end of the term and enlists in the Marines. The members of this squad, as is the case in
all squads, have strong friendships - as well as conflicts among the Marines.
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Unknown to most of us what happens in the marine kingdom goes a long way in affecting
human existence on earth. The marine kingdom has been used by satan to challenge the
purposes of God on earth. Marine spirits are found in oceans, rivers, streams, pools of water
and in the human body, etc. These are tough demons that always resist deliverance. They are
highly deceptive and possess spiritual capacity to ruin human lives and nations.
Leviathan is the principality in charge of the dark region in the satanic kingdom. Only divine
light sent in the name of Jesus in righteousness and faith can penetrate his kingdom or
domain.His main kingdom is much below the water level but he also operates in the second
heaven like any other principality. By right he is supposed to be next to Satan but the Queen of
heaven has usurped the power of leviathan because of the favor she is currently receiving from
Satan.Get this book to know everything you need to know about Leviathan, his tricks and how
to stop him.
Lucy Cotton is a witch with an uncanny ability of attracting dead things. Some dead things like
her. One of them wants her dead. Continuing where Hungry Spirits, Book 2 of The Cotton
Family Series, left off we find out what happens at the Midsummer party when Lucy is
confronted by an old and unexpected enemy. Struggling to maintain her ancestors' estate as
well as her own personal relationships, Lucy finds herself weighed down with responsibility and
plagued by attacks from her family's ages-old tormentor. Will she harness her own power as a
witch and invoke her ancient ancestors to defeat the demon once and for all? Or will she
succumb to the evil spirit's attempt at her life and family's legacy? In Ancient Spirits, there is
more at stake than just human lives.
Some of the principalities that did not keep their first estate and habitation but entered into the
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waters when they were defeated by angels loyal to God are referred as Marine spirits. They
have millions of evil spirits under their control both on land and in the sea troubling mankind.
Almost all the mysterious happenings on earth emanates from the principalities in charge of
the marine kingdom also referred to as water spirits. Though they operate on land to cause
havoc but their main domain here on earth is in the sea where they attempt to control
everything in the sea. (Mark 5:1-18). In times of attack against humanity, they go in legions,
about two thousand in number with all manner of problems. You need this book to wrestle
against them in other to fulfil your destiny.
POWER AGAINST MARINE SPIRITSThe Battle Cry Christian Ministries

Prayer is a valuable focus for understanding how people interpret themselves,
others and the world in which they live. It is a phenomenon which seems to be
characteristic not only of participants in every religion, but also men and women
who do not identify with traditional religions.
In the early 1990s three friends sat together to practice the art of meditation.
Soon they were joined by a wonderful lady, Olive, who was then in her early
eighties. She had experienced phenomena at the age of five - "remote viewing".
In her mind she could see events occurring far away and would tell her mother.
On 18th May 1992 the friends had achieved a state of awareness for spirit to talk
to them, Peter stood up for the first time. There then was the exciting first
message - the first "Words from Spirit" of many more that followed.
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In these times, the enemy of man ha released an array of wicked, raging spirits
against mankind. these spirits are resolute, fierce and unrelenting in their daily
assaults on man. Unless a counter initiative is put into operation, many will be
torn apart. Indeed, many are being gradually destroyed by these powers..... This
powerful prayer manual gives you facilities to arrest these raging spirits. The
prayer points in this book targets 70 different spirits robbing you from your
destiny. The book is an essential tool for prayer warriors..
Beloved, we are in a world of spiritual warfare and our very lives are at war. Are
you winning or losing? The truth is that many people are losing more battles than
they are supposed to win. Many losers are enduring it because they don't
recognize the enemy when they see it. Moreover, many people have no idea how
to respond. Your antagonist is not the problems you see such as frustrations,
depressions, dysfunctionalities, a broken marriage, addiction, diseases, illness,
or financial troubles, just to mention a few. These are just the symptoms, not your
enemies. Your battle is against your true enemies: Satan and his followers
(demons, spirit wives and husbands, perverse spirits, marine spirits, sorcerers,
witches, wizards, etc.). Nevertheless, Satan and demons are not afraid of a mere
human like you, so how are you supposed to fight? More importantly, how are
you supposed to win? While society and men of God tell us we can simply react,
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the truth of the matter is that a common wish, hope, and prayer aren't the best
responses to attack our enemies. You have to be strategic and tactical in your
reactions to your enemies. Learning how to fight biblically and effectively is the
key to winning the battle over your enemies. In the Spiritual Battles: How to Win
Your Battles Over Satan and demons, you will discover: The devices or weapons
of Satan and demons. Why Satan and Demons hate us. When did our war begin
with Satan? The two most powerful weapons that were used to cast Satan and
his angels out of heaven and how you can also harness their power to win your
battle over Satan and demons here on earth in order to be set free. The three
levels of spiritual power and how you can tap into the second or third level for a
total victory. The weapons that are capable of destroying the great leviathan,
Satan. You will learn how to use these weapons for your advantage. The efficacy
and effectiveness of the weapons of the Saints and the right way to use them for
your victory. Powerful words to battle Satan and all demons to victory. There is a
powerful enemy out there to destroy you. You are on the battlefield, so you can't
escape the war. This spiritual war has crucial consequences in your everyday life
and its outcome will depend on whether you win or lose the war. Satan and
demons are not just mere human beings that can be whipped with just a mere
cane. To engage Satan and Demons, you need guidelines to win your battles
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over them. This book provides the guidelines to win your battles over Satan and
demons. This book will prepare you for the battle. Spiritual Battles are best fought
with the right weapons and as a result, courage replaces fear and victory takes
the place of failure. The Holy Scripture says, "Fight the good fight of faith, lay
hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art also called, and hast professed a good
profession before many witnesses" (1 Timothy 6:12).
In all facets of life, specialists are needed to handle unique projects. In spiritual
warfare, there are times when seasoned warriors need to employ the weapons
that are specifically tailored towards taking warfare to the highest level. In the
same vein, the author has offered in a simple readable form, vital principle
garnered as a veteran in the field of deliverance and spiritual warfare. This book
centers on a specialized analysis of evil spirits that operate in the tropical milieu.
Read this book and discover deep secrets
The Queen of the Coast seeks to rule and reign on every coast, area or an
environment all over the world. On each coast, she establishes her throne and
with a view to ruling without rival. To achieve this, she introduces and promotes a
particular sin, life style, traditions or customs, that will oppose God's word and
once such are accepted by people on that coast, they became enemies of God
and will remain under the mercy of the queen in that coast for life unless they
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repent and turn to God (Colossians 2:8). Her greatest weapon against
humankind is sin, which she uses to blind the eyes and the minds of men so that
the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should not
shine unto them. (2 Corinthians 4: 4). Queen of the coast is a very wicked fallen
angel, who has lost her position with God and tends to remove all creatures from
their place in God.
Bishop Samuel Vagalas Kanco's testimony is more than just the biography of a
man, or an examination of his preaching. The Witch Doctor and The Man: City
Under the Sea penetrates deeply into the very essence of Bishop Kanco's life
and ministry. Witnessing the power of the Holy Spirit's anointing in his life and
work, you will find this book fascinating and empowering. As a young man in
Ghana, Vagalas Kanco was a high level wizard in his tribe. Fortunately, Jesus
Christ intervened to rescue him from the kingdom of darkness shortly before he
inherited, from his father, the position of fourth generation witch doctor. The
Bishop's testimony tells of a high-powered confrontation between Satan, the lord
of darkness, and Jesus Christ, the Lord of Lords. Kanco exposes the lies,
subterfuges, and half-truths Satan uses to entice people down dark and
dangerous back alleys. With characteristic creativity and skill, Bishop Kanco
strips away the veneer of our modern society, to expose the evil of Satan and his
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many demonic minions, evil that often disguises itself as good. His testimony is a
landmark study of the power of God. There's an honest terror here that will
instruct you. So, read and grow in your understanding of this mighty warrior of
God. Bishop Samuel Vagalas Kanco received his Doctorate of Ministry from
Southeastern Seminary in Savannah, GA. He currently oversees The Lord's
Vineyard Church, International (Box 816, Medina, Accra, Ghana, Africa) in Africa,
England, and Canada, and also ministers worldwide in a miracle ministry,
teaching and healing God's people. He has appeared on many international
television and radio programs.
An in depth manual for helping people who are or who feel attacked by spiritual
forces (Catholic and ecumenical ministry in Africa and in multi-cultural settings).
Unseen Worlds introduces a culturally sensitive approach to spiritual healing and
deliverance that goes beyond “quick fixes”. It does not divorce spiritual matters
from corresponding human conditions, relationships and family issues. Religious
beliefs in spiritual evil affect World Christianity in fundamental ways. This is true
also in African settings, where the unseen world comes with a maze of pastoral
problems for Christian communities and their pastors, which this book takes up:
How to help people affected by witchcraft or demons How to intervene when
witchcraft accusations rip communities apart How to help pupils who claim
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contact with occult forces While charismatic and Pentecostal deliverance
ministries have made great inroads into African Christianity, addressing a felt
need of many, unreflective ministries that follow in their wake easily perpetuate a
vicious cycle of victimhood and blame. Unseen Worlds takes up spiritual attacks
as challenges for spiritual growth. It responds to the old African (and non-African)
pastoral challenge of witchcraft and spirits with an approach that is personcentred, not demon-centred, always starting with the affected person's own
experience and concepts. While the categories of “true” and “false” are not
easily applied to spiritual attacks, any experience that touches a person on a
deep level always has a spiritual dimension that this book explores and responds
to. Case studies from Zambia demonstrate how a pastor can help with simple but
meaningful steps even in very complex cultural situations. Readers ready to be
challenged by relational experiences of life and African notions of selfhood will
find an easy entry into the theme of this book that goes beyond the timeworn
divide of the "real" versus the "superstitious". The book has been developed in
dialogue with theologians, historians, psychologists, anthropologists, traditional
healers, pastoral teams with extensive experience in the ministry of deliverance,
and — most of all — with affected families, the subject group of the book. Its
person-centred method is applicable beyond Africa to multi-cultural settings,
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where different ideas about the occult stay side by side. Gap filled by the book:
The reader will find concrete pastoral steps towards a deliverance ministry that
workwith African insights into the mysteries of life, not against them. The
authentic case studies show the complexities of the deliverance ministry, which
are rarely noticed in the available “prayer manuals” in which demons are but
prayed away. How will the book be read? The book covers seven topical themes:
The first draws out the successes and failures of mainstream, inculturation and
charismatic approaches of combating evil spiritual forces in Africa on the
example of Christian Zambia. The second outlines the principles of the personcentred approach, with its demands of listening and empathy, and introduces the
notions of “inner worlds” and “outer worlds” through which the healer/pastor can
clarify different levels of truths and the scope for public action. The next three
themes deal with helping people who are or see themselves as victims of spirits,
witchcraft, and Satanism. Another theme concerns helping people who stand
accused as witches, looking at possible interventions from the time that rumours
are expressed up to the time that suspicions turn into witch-hunting. The last part
introduces biblical and theological concerns that give a place to people's own
experiences with the unseen world. to
Discover the wonder of a life with God you can't contain. The pages of scripture
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are full of ordinary people who walked with God as he poured himself out through
them to a world in need. What if God never changed? What if he is still speaking
to us and longing to work miraculously through us? What if it isn't a matter of
more training or effort but simply receiving and releasing everything he already
purchased? "Life in the Overflow" invites you to know God intimately as your
Daddy in a way that spills out of you naturally. Filled with disarming honesty and
fervent expectation, this book mirrors a reflection of who you are, who your God
is and what he actually longs to do through "ordinary, messy kids" today!
In her dreams, she sees into a medieval past. If she doesn't take control, she'll never see her
future. As a professional author, Molly spends her days escaping into other people's realities.
So it is no surprise that she does the same in her recurring dreams. But after years of
dreaming through the eyes of Tilda, an orphan girl who steals for survival on the bleak streets
of medieval London, Molly discovers that her second-hand experiences are far more real than
she could ever imagine. Determined to find the truth behind her connection with this street
urchin, Molly spends her nights delving deeper into the medieval London that Tilda calls home.
Tilda's benefactor Vespasian, is another mystery that Molly wants to solve. Although Tilda has
very different thoughts about him. Pursued by devilish forces, Molly must guide her young
counterpart through a hellscape of blood and secrets to discover the true identity of the culprit
before both their realities crumble. Fair Weather is a spellbinding, time-bending fantasy novel.
If you like vibrant historical backdrops, resourceful heroines, and dark heroes, then you'll love
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Barbara Gaskell Denvil's supernatural tale of two timelines.
Nobody likes a smart aleck! Beryl and Nigel get together again six years after their college
graduation and resume their word-slinging ways. One is a country pastor and the other is
president of a small Christian college. Beryl is suffering the boredom of not having enough to
do in his small village church. Nigel is challenged by colorful faculty members with
questionable doctrinal positions, a micromanaging board, and a property developer who wants
to buy the campus out from under the school. Beryl is persuaded to take classes in Nigel's
seminary as a way to isolate some of the problems. They also enlist Beryl's father Daryl, a
wealthy real estate developer and businessman, to track down some of the irregularities in the
management of the school. Beryl's life is complicated by the need to manage both his class
work and his pastorate. After being smitten by Nigel's blonde secretary, the resulting
tumultuous relationship distracts everyone. Even after Daryl, Nigel and Beryl remove the board
chairman, the tension rapidly builds to a series of events which threaten the lives of the three
main characters.
In this personal account, one man details how his past life sins had a direct effect on his love
life. Frank Mares, a successful middle-aged businessman, was always mystified why his love
life was snake bitten. Others thought of him as a considerate, funny guy with good looks, but
every one of his long-term relationships with attractive women ended in a fiery wreck. After the
death of his father, he started a meditation practice that inexplicably rewarded him with psychic
abilities. With his new gift, he discovers that reincarnation is real and he recovers facts about
nine of his past lives. Most of those lives involved violent, bloody deaths. Mares goes on a
spiritual journey to find out why he kept dying violently and why he couldn't find the love he was
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looking for in his current life. The answers do not come easily, but by using a team of three
world class psychics, he tracks down the shocking reason why the Universe is angry with his
soul. The psychic team finds that within the soul of this normal, small businessman resides a
brutal, stone killer from the 1600's, who surprisingly was the revered founder of a gentile noble
family. The killer's portrait still hangs in his tourist destination castle outside of Prague, while
Mares pays his Karmic bill. Mares hopes to salvage the dark time in his soul's past into
something that could help others today. Specifically, he found that everyone's long term
romantic relationships were preplanned before their births. This planning was done not so that
you can find love and happiness, but rather so that your soul can learn spiritual lessons
through heartache. By examining his past relationships with a new perspective, he saw how
the Universe set him up for romantic doom through amazing coincidental encounters and by
ruthlessly preventing more suitable girls from ever meeting him. If you read this book, you will
never look at Love and Death in the same way again. In addition, some of your past romantic
disappointments might now start to make sense.
Discover How To Stop Spirit Husband And Wife Forever! A large group of the most evil
demons out of hell have been prowling the world for ages, tormenting humans under the cloak
of darkness and invincibility. This amazing book is an eye-opener that completely exposes the
mysteries and secrets behind the strange phenomenon of spirit wife and spirit husband, also
known as Incubus and Succubus demons, marine spirits, and, or spirit spouses, but
collectively called Sex Demons or Incubus Demon. Revealed is everything you need to know
about the Incubus demon and evil spiritual marriage, including spiritual and practical steps for
total deliverance forever. You'll find detailed answers to so many baffling questions about life
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and spirituality, and still get to learn all about: Deliverance from spirit husband and spirit wife
The link between Incubus and Succubus demons, marine spirits and spirit spouses How they
enter your life Historical and biblical evidence of their activities Where does spirit spouse
originate from? Spiritual husband and spiritual wife testimonies (stories) Sex demons and
dreams of being attacked (Incubus dreams) Demonic nightmares and Sleep paralysis Medical
opinions Causes of spiritual husband and spiritual wife How to know you are married in the
spirit realm Over 49 facts and signs of spiritual marriage and spirit children Over 35 signs of
spiritual attack on marriage and individuals Things to avoid during attacks Over 63 practical
and spiritual steps to be free from Incubus spirit spouses Best Prayers and Psalms for your
condition How to pray and declare Powerful declarations and prayers that halt all Incubus
attacks IMMEDIATELY spiritual warfare for every Christian Prayers against marine spirits Over
90 prayer points for deliverance Authors typically split this topic up to sell more books...
Deliverance from marine spirits, Freedom from Incubus spirit spouse, or even powerful prayer
points against spirit husband and wife, etc. However, for your sake, this author has chosen to
make everything available in this one book to make your understanding and deliverance
easier. Indeed, breaking the yoke of spiritual husband and spiritual wife can be difficult, and
going about it the wrong way may lead to your physical, mental, and financial destruction, even
death. Having the knowledge in this book guarantees you'll avoid all that. This is not just a step
by step guide on how to do things the right way in your struggle for victory over spirit husband
and spirit wife, but it also goes the extra mile of explaining exactly what you are up against,
thereby preparing you for whatever these vile sex demons throw at you. No other book does
this. To defeat your enemy completely, you must know and understand him, his ways, and his
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weaknesses. This book is complete KNOWLEDGE & POWER to be free from spirit spouses
placed in your hands. Total Deliverance from Spirit Husband and Spirit Wife: Be Free from
Spirit Spouses, Marine Spirits, Incubus and Succubus Demons, and All Sex Demons
(Deliverance Series Book 1) Don't hesitate anymore. Get your copy right now!
Many spend their entire lifetime traversing the landscape of the valley. Unknown to multitudes,
the devil has programmed the majority to the tail region.The mystery of the spirit of the valley is
exposed. This book offers a lifetime opportunity to everyone who wants to come out of the
valley and move to the mountain top. This book is a must read. It is readable, rewarding and
didactic.
The issue of spirit husband and spirit wife (spirit spouses, evil spiritual marriage) is one of the
greatest spiritual problems which has pervaded societies of the world. There are vicious sexual
spirits which molest and torment individuals. This book teaches you how to receive deliverance
from spirit spouses and other associated wicked powers.
“A rich, sensual, bewitching adventure of good vs. evil with love as the prize.” ~Publisher’s
Weekly on ETERNITY 300 years ago, Raven St. James was hanged for witchcraft. But she
revives among the dead to find herself alive. She is an Immortal High Witch, one of the light. A
note from her mother warns that there are others, those of the Dark, who preserve their own
lives by taking the hearts of those like her. Duncan Wallace’s forbidden love for the secretive
lass costs him his life. 300 years later, he loves her again, tormented by hazy memories of a
past that can’t be real. She tells him of another lifetime, claims to be immortal. Though he
knows she’s deluded, he can’t stay away. And the Dark Witch after her heart is far closer than
either of them know. If you liked the TV Series HIGHLANDER, you will LOVE this series. Don’t
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miss Book 2, INFINITY. “A hauntingly beautiful story of a love that endures through time
itself.” ~New York Times Bestselling Author, Kay Hooper “This captivating story of a love that
reaches across the centuries, becomes as immortal as the lover’s themselves, resonates with
timeless passion, powerful magic, and haunting heartbreak.” ~BN.com’s official review
The realm of the negative Supernatural is the realm of the demonic powers and it is from this
realm that many of the catastrophic phenomenon on the earth are orchestrated from. It is a
realm rife with immense demonic activities that portends evil for humanity on earth. The
negative Supernatural realm is where people's destinies and virtue is hidden and when that is
done, one will continue to struggle in life without any visible or tangible achievement. The
forces of darkness are very evil and their job is to hinder people from living peacefully and
enjoy the blessings of God which God has made available even before the world began. This
book is a highly spiritual book that will cause you to be victorious over the powers of darkness.
There are so many revelations contained in this book that will put you in a favourable spiritual
atmosphere to do great battle with the enemy.
Conversations with Angels 2 are true stories of miracles experienced by the Author Slavica
Bogdanov. Slavica Bogdanov has been guided by Archangel Michael, her guardian Angel. She
has been inspired to write these stories so that, you too, can feel inspired and know that
Angels are there with you along your path. She has received messages of love and
forgiveness she shares with you so that you can also start a conversation with your own
Angels. Slavica Bogdanov has published many books. She is a success life coach and a
professional speaker. She has been enlightened by her guardian Angel Michael and feels
strongly the need to share the light so you can experience the same happiness in your lives.
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Even in the darkness moments, your spirit can feel uplifted. Anything is truly possible. You
have the right to a magical life. http: //www.slavicabogdanov.com
Tapping is an activity that many of us engage in everyday without even thinking about what we
are doing. We drum our fingers on a desk or table while we wait for something to happen. We
tap our forehead while we are figuring out a problem. We stroke our chin or rub our head as we
contemplate the issues of the day. Each of these acts is our body's clumsy way of attending to
a need for peace or resolution. Tapping prayer is a spiritual practice that intentionally focuses
our attention on the rhythmic movement of our finger tips. It directs the energy of God's healing
onto specific points on our body that through the practice of acupuncture and reiki, have shown
to be conduits of healing. Tapping prayer is the most exciting addition to my spiritual tool belt in
25 years of ministry. It's fun and effective and easy to administer alone, one on one, or in a
group. It is very flexible...and did I mention, effective? Tapping prayer is effective in bringing
individuals into a one one relationship with God that creates peace, healing, and a desire to
share those gifts with other individuals, communities, and Creation. Tapping prayer is an
integration of sacred wisdom from the East and West. It is a spiritual practice that blends a
knowledge of the Spirit's movement through our body with an understanding of meridian
tapping based on the Emotional Freedom Technique created by Gary Craig. Tapping prayer
brings balance and peace to individuals who are experiencing spiritual distress. By gently
tapping on identified points of entry for the Holy which correspond to meridian end points in
acupuncture, while praying for God to attend to a particular pain, we focus God's intention to
heal and in most cases actually experience a peace which is not of our own doing. By
acknowledging pain instead of wishing for relief, we recognize God's interest to heal us and
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indeed, God heals us. This technique can be used for individuals who are seeking peace from
a wide variety of issues ranging from: trauma such as a car accident, an abusive parent, a
friend killed in battle, a sudden illness, a job loss, a fire, a damaged relationship. Tapping
prayer can also facilitate forgiveness and/or letting go. Tapping prayer is effective in praying for
others (surrogate prayer tapping focused on an individual who is not present to the prayer
tapping), for events (9/11, Sandy Hook, a company leaving a community), or Creation (an oil
spill, deforestation, strip mining). Wherever there is a disruption to the peaceful flow of the Holy
Spirit, tapping prayer can be applied. When I first learned about the Emotional Freedom
Technique as a tool to help veterans in our community, I thought it was weird. The tapping.
The repetition. It seemed...odd. This was not how I understood healing from trauma to work,
and yet it worked. Clearly, my Western roots were showing. When I got home from the training
I began using the technique with members of my community and saw such dramatic results I
had to learn more. They also found it strange, but effective. Some folks were uncomfortable
with the language of "energies" and "chi," so I experimented a bit and added more traditional
faith language to the mix. I dug deeply into my own faith traditions and discovered a theology
of healing that accompanied tapping prayer. I found that by invoking God's presence into the
act of tapping, people from varying faith experiences were able to connect to the Holy on a
deeper level. They began to experience God as very real and very present in their lives. They
asked to learn more about this new way of praying. They discovered that by using tapping
prayer on a wide variety of issues, their relationship with God grew deeper. If you are ready to
draw closer to God's healing love for you, please take responsibility for your participation in
tapping prayer, and let's pray! --Todd Farnsworth
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There is a burgeoning of interest, globally, in principles of deliverance. More people are
discovering the importance of spiritual warfare and deliverance . People are no longer in the
dark when it comes to issues of demonic attacks and spiritual bondage. There is an increasing
hunger for defeating foul spirits. This book exposes the activities of foul spirits. Each chapter
reiterates the fact that unclean spirits are subject to the power in the blood of Jesus. There is a
prophetic combination of testimonies, scriptural illustrations and volcanic prayers. This
uncommon combination will imbue every reader with the power to disgrace unclean spirits.
This book will compel evil powers to take a bow.
After escaping the claws of Corrigan, the Lord Alpha of the Brethren, Mack is trying to lead a
quiet lonely life in Inverness in rural Scotland, away from anyone who might happen to be a
shapeshifter. However, when she lands a job at an old bookstore owned by a mysterious
elderly woman who not only has a familiar passion for herbal lore but also seems to know more
than she should, Mack ends up caught in a maelstrom between the Ministry of Mages, the Fae
and the Brethren. Now she has to decide between staying hidden and facing the music, as well
as confronting her real feelings for the green eyed power of Corrigan himself. This is the
second book in the popular urban fantasy series, Blood Destiny.
Gain victory over the spiritual forces of the deep! What are “water spirits?” Everyday people
are feeling the effects of unseen evil forces, and yet, they don’t know what’s attacking them,
let alone how to have victory. While many spiritual warriors are familiar with principalities and
powers like Jezebel and witchcraft, few have heard of marine demons. Also called “water
spirits,” these powers wreak havoc in places near bodies of water. From Python, to Leviathan,
to Triton to Rahab and beyond, spiritual warriors are feeling the effects of water spirits but
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often don’t know how to combat these evil forces. Bestselling author Jennifer LeClaire
provides a revolutionary guidebook on how to prophetically recognize these spirits and engage
in victorious warfare against them. This book will identify each water spirit, equipping believers
to overcome them. Be prepared to: Recognize the symptoms of the spirit of Python and learn
to break free from its squeezing stronghold. Detect the twisted lies of a Leviathan spirit in your
life and in contemporary culture. Overcome the spirit of Rahab that attempts to prevent you
from crossing over into your new season. Unleash the power of Holy Spirit and partner with
Him to change spiritual climates in your life and city. Discern the presence of these water
spirits and become equipped with spiritual warfare strategies to defeat them!
Groomed for a place at a Big Name School since their obsessed, status-conscious helicopter
parents passed out cigars at the Stockstill General Hospital Neonatal Unit, the privileged
students of Pembrocton College Preparatory are ratcheting up the stakes in the race to get into
the nation's most prestigious colleges.The PCP juniors are gloating, jubilant at the rumor that
the valedictorian presumptive has received a B on her report card, a grade that will relegate
her to in-state hell. Her heir apparent, a three-generation Yale legacy, is the sole mourner at
the demise of her future—if only because her thoughtless academic lapse is going to derail his
plans to attend MIT.Across town, in the graffiti-covered halls of Stockstill High School, the
students slink to class, praying that they arrive without a knife wound—and dream of ivycovered walls. And with the help of a take-no-prisoners principal and an enterprising parent,
the students at SHS dare to encroach shamelessly on territory normally reserved for their
wealthy private school rivals.?Join the fray as a memorable cast of characters engages in the
latest rage in extracurricular activities: college admissions as a blood sport. ??Laugh out loud
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funny, The Applicants lampoons the heights we scale—and the depths to which we sink—to get
into the “right” college. ?
In this book I am going to take you through seven days of fasting and prayer against every
marine spirit pollution in your life or family. These are seven days of exposing every hidden
work of darkness in your life. The devil has put together a power base under the sea where
people’s lives are held captive. This book is put together to put an end to all manner of
spiritual attacks or bondages in your life and family that is caused by these spirits. The body of
Christ has been ignorant for so long and the enemy has kept many blinded to his attacks from
under the sea. But we thank God for books like Marine Spirits Exposed that are targeted at
bringing to the light every lie and hidden work of the devil. Be blessed as you read and pray
and know that the Lord is able. These seven days are very significant and I know God will
honor your faith and disgrace your enemies in Jesus name.
Power to Wealth Book shows you how to access kingdom wealth and build your capacity for
supernatural provision. You will learn many kingdom principles and understand supernatural
channels that God uses to bring wealth and riches to you. The book will show you how to
activate the power of God to access your inheritance and bring you back to your God given
purpose. You will be enlisted into God's Wealth Revolution as a Wealth Missionary.
"The time has come to put a final stop on the activities of Marine Spirits. In recent times Marine
Spirits has caused a lot of damages to the human race including Churches by influencing their
behavioral pattern. Marine Spirits conduct their operation inside waters and made the oceans,
rivers, seas, streams, and lakes their stronghold. However, it is extremely difficult to detect
Marine Spirits than any other Spirits including witchcraft spirit. Unlike Witchcraft spirits who are
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aggressive and impatient in their operation, Marine Spirit is different, they are patient, well
mannered and cultured in their operation. Are you finding solutions to any or all of the
problems below but you find it difficult? Then this book is for you Uncontrollable sex
Uncontrollable masturbation Watching of pornographic videos The time has come to put a final
stop on the activities of Marine Spirits. In recent times Marine Spirits has caused a lot of
damages to the human race including Churches by influencing their behavioral pattern. Marine
Spirits conduct their operation inside waters and made the oceans, rivers, seas, streams, and
lakes their stronghold. However, it is extremely difficult to detect Marine Spirits than any other
Spirits including witchcraft spirit. Unlike Witchcraft spirits who are aggressive and impatient in
their operation, Marine Spirit is different, they are patient, well mannered and cultured in their
operation. Are you finding solutions to any or all of the problems below but you find it difficult?
Then this book is for you Uncontrollable sex Uncontrollable masturbation Watching of
pornographic videos Chronic Anger in You 1. Dead in everything in a man's life, eg, dead
brain, dead organs, dead spiritual life. 2. The weakening of pastors power to perform a miracle
or cast out demons 3. Inability to get married on time 4. Frequent divorce 5. Bankruptcy 6.
Spirit wife 7. Spirit husband 8. Sex in the dream Please find below the characteristics of Marine
Spirits Marine Spirits are wicked as witchcraft spirits Marine spirits can wait for years to destroy
their victims Marine Spirits come in the form of beautiful ladies and they work with a purpose in
mind Marine Spirits are always materialistic Marine Spirits can make victim wealthy temporarily
but later deal with them ruthlessly. Marine spirits have their agents everywhere especially in
Churches, who hide under the cover of church and lead people into immorality, fornication,
lesbianism, homosexuals and so on. In some cases, Marine Spirit agents could be pastors,
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general overseer, and church leader and so on. Such pastors engage in various forms of an
immoral act with Church members. You have to be careful about which church you attend.
Marine Spirit executes their plans by possessing either a man or a woman. The marine
kingdom is headed by the queen of the coast. Marine Spirits possess female than male There
are two types of Marine Spirits. They are conscious and unconscious. The formal know they
are possessed, while the latter doesn't. Marine spirits use sex to oppress men and scatter
homes through the power of sex. Marine Spirits are extremely fashion-crazy, they dress to
attract on purpose, they walk to attract on purpose. Most ladies that date married men without
remorse are Marine Spirits. They enjoy breaking the hearts of their victims so as to render
them emotionally unstable. They make their victims take wrong decisions that will render their
life useless. Marine Spirits agents are very unstable in relationships and they cannot keep a
relationship for too long. Marine Spirits agents are good pretenders. The worse thing that can
happen to a man is to fall in love with a lady possessed with Marine Spirit. If a man decides to
end the relationship, the lady possessed with Marine spirit begins to behave well and the
moment the man changes his mind, she starts tormenting the emotion of the man, constantly
frustrating the man. Lesbianism, homosexuality, and pornography are marine initiations Marine
Spirit agents are partygoers "
MARINE SPIRITS...WHAT ARE THEY? HOW TO IDENTIFY THEM AND DEFEAT THEM
PERMANENTLY Marine spirits are the princes and princesses of the sea (Ezekiel 26:16). This
class of demons are responsible for all the whoredom our world is living with today. They
perpetrate the highest level of wickedness against mankind in the form of filth, defilements,
sexual bondages, depravity, marital breakups and disillusionments. . Apart from the very
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visible penetration of marine spirits in our society today, influencing the music, fashion and film
industries, these spirits also oppress people by coming to have sex with them in the dream or
even claim to be married to them, resulting in what is called spiritual husband or spiritual wife.
This spiritual union eventually becomes a ground for the devil to cut the victims out of their
blessings in Christ and keep them in pains and sufferings.. Deliver Yourself from Marine Spirits
- Spirit Husband or Spirit Wife - Today Spiritual husband or spiritual wife is not just a feel-good
preaching or get scared talk to impress anyone. They are a reality that we are faced with in our
world. They have become one of the powerful devices of the devil that we should not be
ignorant about. These demons who will take different forms usually give notice of their
presence to their victims by coming regularly in the dream to have sexual union with them.
Sometimes the victims will have dreams of having children and living married, while in the
physical, the reverse is the case. These spiritual defilements, if not checked, will become a
platform for the devil to create several forms of oppressions and attacks on the subjects and
stop them from being blessed in many ways. In this book, I take you on a journey to discover
the antics of these class of demons and then defeat them permanently and command your
blessings. This book provides you great prayers and declarations to bring to an end the
operation of marine spirits - spirit wives and spirit husbands - permanently.

Destroying the evil umbrella addresses the problem of collective captivity. It
highlights the secrets of the dark kingdom and lays bare the fact that most
problems in life are occasioned by the presence of an invisible evil umbrella. The
prayer points in this book will empower you to spiritually set fire on the evil
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umbrella. It will grant you freedom and make the heavens above your head to
become laden with showers of blessings. Now you can say bye-bye to every
representation of the evil umbrella.
Willpower Ultimate Guide! This "Willpower" book contains proven steps and
strategies on how to quickly and easily develop new habits of self discipline, self
esteem, and better decision making! Today only, get this Amazing Amazon book
for this incredibly discounted price! If you don't have strong willpower, you will
often be very discouraged and frustrated with yourself. It is hard to have a good
self image and self esteem if you go back on your word every time you decide
that you want to do something. This implies that you do not trust yourself and
causes you to feel depressed and other negative emotions. Don't allow this to
happen anymore! Stop the bad cycle you are in and learn these simple
techniques to increasing your willpower, self esteem, self discipline and decision
making NOW! I am confident you will be happy that you did. This book contains
easy to follow steps to help enhance your willpower and develop self-control, two
important aspects in achieving your goals. Learn how to take advantage of the
power of your mind to help you attain the things you want in life. No need to
suffer stress and anxiety anymore and learn to live the life you want with the help
of this book. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... Understanding Willpower
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And The Benefits You Can Gain From Having It How To Build Unbreakable
Willpower To Erase Bad Habits And Replace Them With Good Ones Eliminate
Barriers To Your Willpower Success Such As Perfectionism And Self-Doubt How
To Develop Amazing Self-Control And Resist The Biggest Temptations Using
Willpower Stop Procrastination NOW With These Unstoppable Willpower Tips
Time Management Techniques To Keep You On Track And Reinforce SelfDiscipline Meditation Strategies To Help You Visualize Yourself Full of Willpower
And Able To Make Better Decisions Setting Daily Goals To Build Self-Esteem
And Get Laser Focused On What You Want To Accomplish And Be In Control Of
Brain Training Strategies To Increase Motivation And Willpower To Succeed
Putting It All Together Into A Quick And Easy Daily Routine To Increase
Willpower And Self-Discipline Much, Much More! Get Your Copy Today!
What would you see if you ride a submarine to explore the deep blue sea? You'll
be seeing fish and whales and sharks and all marine animals in between! It's the
same adventure when you open this book and start your own ocean exploration.
You'll see pictures to come with texts so information will stick better. Grab a copy
today!
Are you losing the battle with your own low self-esteem? Do you want to
overcome anger control issues and self-control problems? Do you want to break
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free from the bondage of sexual immorality and the power of pride? In Mind
Games, Kayode Enwerem draws on the experience of speaking to tens of
thousands of people with self-doubt and negative thought questions to offer
proven and powerful methods for using Christian guidance and scripture to
overcome fear and regain self-confidence and self-control.Mind Games offers
direction that anybody in any life situation can quickly and easily apply to gain
victory over strongholds. You too can be transformed by the truth of Bible
scripture resulting in freedom and victory for the child of God. In this book, you
will learn the valuable instruction about: * How to recognize your Giants*
Overcoming Fear; the number one tactic of the enemy* How to realize the
purpose of fighting the giant* How to overcome the seed of Self-doubt
associating you with your past* The secret of defeating the Giant, thereby
improving self-esteem for men and women* Discover God's true greatness and
overcome strongholds in life. Grab a copy today!
Witchcraft is an act of the devil which not only manipulates the minds of people,
but it can wreak havoc physically, emotionally and spiritually too. Witch doctors,
magicians, and sorcerers all receive satanic power, not for edification, but for
destruction. Before long they will exercise their capricious whims upon the
unwitting victim and make a slave-victim, driving their victim ever deeper into the
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mire of sin and slavery. They will force their victim down every path which will
open ever-increasing spiritual depravity. They have been able to destroy many
families and afflict many with the spirits of infirmity and sickness. Witches and
marine demons are not satisfied with mere compliance to their wishes, they work
to reduce their victim to a helpless state, filled with mental and physical
anguishes almost beyond a person's ability to endure. Most people mistakenly
assume that witchcraft cannot affect a Christian. They foolishly believe that being
born again automatically protects against any kind of curse, spell or hex, etc.,
sent by people practicing witchcraft. Ezekiel 13 shows that we are a favorite
target of witchcraft practices which is the hunting (catching or snaring) of our
souls (mind, will, emotions). Through witchcraft, God's people can be brought into
bondage, thus becoming captives. In verse 22 of Ezekiel 13, the charge is, "with
lies you have made the heart of the righteous sad" Depression comes to the
heart of the righteous through magical practices. Other translations state that the
hearts of the righteous are discouraged or disheartened. The righteous are the
targets and these shows the effects of witchcraft on God's people. God says in
Ezekiel 13:19 that witchcraft will "Turn away my people from me." How many
ministers and other Christians have backslidden because of heavy demonic
influence induced by witchcraft? Such terrible things can happen to God's people
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through witchcraft. They can be saddened (depression); they can be ensnared
(captivity); they can be killed (premature death); they can be turned away
(backsliding). Remember the things which can happen to God's people (to the
righteous) if they are unaware of the perils of witchcraft. They can be brought into
a state of oppression or depression; unexplainable sadness, anguish, and heart
affliction when there is no reason for feeling downcast or disheartened.
Everything can go well for the Believer. He can be healthy, prosperous and yet
be covered with a strange pall of oppression, a dark cloud which settles in from
nowhere. It can come from witchcraft. Believers can become ensnared losing the
power to make the right decisions. Those who have experience in dealing with
witchcraft have seen many killed by occult power. This power can also turn one
away from the truth and cause backsliding. Witches, wizards, and sorcerers are
children of Satan. They may look cute and make you laugh and cry, but God said
they are an abomination to Him. Beloved, your being alive is an opportunity now
to avenge and fight for your destiny. They have tried to kill you several times, to
turn you into a pauper several times, and to stop you. It is time for you to stop the
evil manipulation and oppression of witchcraft spirits in your life. Logged down in
this 21 spiritual ammunition parcels are 1500 powerful spiritual bullets released
from heaven to crouch down and destroy the works of darkness. Psalm 56:9 says
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''When I cry unto thee, then shall mine enemies turn back: this I know; God is for
me.'' It is time for the agents of darkness to flee at your command. God has given
you the authority to trample over every agent of darkness. Authority not exercised
cannot produce any benefits. Get ready for your total freedom as you take
advantage of these prayer bullets.
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